This article describes the use of symbolic execution, a formal method of static analysis, to calculate code coverage of a program's existing JUnit test suites. Code coverage is measured with respect to a number of test adequacy criteria, including statement coverage, branch coverage, condition coverage, method coverage, class coverage, and loop coverage. The results of the code coverage calculation is then used to automatically generate JUnit test cases to reach areas of a program that are not sufficiently covered. The level of redundancy of each test case is also calculated during coverage calculation, thereby identifying fully redundant, and partially redundant, test cases.
INTRODUCTION
Software testing is a vital part of software development. However, it is a laborious task that typically accounts for half of the software development cycle [16] . This has encouraged the development of various test automation frameworks and tools, to alleviate the effort of performing software testing. One such framework is the JUnit testing framework [10] .
The JUnit testing framework allows software developers to create test cases, which consists of class instantiations, and method invocations, with specific parameters, which can be executed by the framework to automatically test the program. A set of these test cases is called a test suite, and a test suite that can be used to test existing functionality of a program after changes, is called a regression test suite. Having a thorough and efficient regression test suite assists in detecting newly introduced program faults quickly. However, to create and maintain such a regression test suite is an intensive, time-consuming task.
A number of tools attempt to address this problem by providing mechanisms to automatically generate test cases. These mechanisms range from generating random inputs for methods (JCrasher [6] ), to using symbolic execution [12] to create a symbolic representation of a program's execution (Symstra [16] ), to many more. However, simply generating (often large sets of) test cases is not sufficient to acquire a thorough and efficient regression test suite.
A regression test suite is considered to be thorough if it executes an adequate percentage of the entire program. For example, a test suite may be considered adequate if 80% of all statements are covered. However, a thorough regression test suite does not necessarily imply that it is an efficient test suite.
An efficient regression test suite achieves adequate levels of coverage with the minimum number of test cases. The more test cases contained in a test suite, the longer it will typically take to execute the suite. Regression test suites may often contain redundant test cases, i.e., test cases that does not test any area of the program that has not previously been covered by another test case in the suite. These redundant test cases increase the time, and resources, required to execute a regression test suite, without necessarily contributing to the effectiveness of the suite. Note that there are situations where redundant tests are desirable. There may be tests that exercise specific behaviour in conjunction with other behaviours that may have already been tested. Or the tests are structured in such a way to assist a developer in understanding the application, rather than testing it efficiently. However, these concepts fall outside the scope of this article.
There are tools such as Agitar [1, 16, 17] , JTest [8, 16, 17] , and Symstra [16] , that aim to generate thorough regression test suites. This is achieved by analysing the program, typically through a static analysis methodology [8, 16] , and then generating test cases to cover as much of the program as possible. Tools, like Symstra, apply redundancy detection checks to ensure that as few redun-dant tests are created as possible. However, these tools create a separate regression test suite, not considering the content of an already existing regression test suite.
This article describes the results obtained when running ATCO (Automated Test Coverage Calculation and Genera-tiOn), which was developed to explore the practical applicability of using the static analysis formal method called symbolic execution, to extend the current regression test suite by generating additional test cases, and adding it to the suite. The aim is for the resulting test suite to be as thorough and efficient as possible. Note that the focus of these automatically generated tests is purely to reach the untested areas of the program under test. The addition of assertions in these generated tests is outside the scope of this article, and is mentioned in the Future work section.
SYMBOLIC EXECUTION
James C. King [11] created an analysis technique, called symbolic execution, that follows naturally from normal execution. During normal execution the code is actually executed, while during symbolic execution, program execution is simulated by maintaining a representation of the static state of the program. This representation of the static state is called the symbolic state. The symbolic execution of a program must be structured in such a way that the symbolic state is equivalent to the static state of the program, during normal execution.
When a procedure is symbolically executed, execution proceeds normally until any data, external to the procedure, is accessed. Data external to the procedure are data entities, like parameter variables of the procedure, global variables in the program, Input/Output operations, and others. Whenever an external data entity is accessed, that entity is regarded as a symbolic value. These symbolic values are used to represent some unknown, yet fixed value. Local variables with non-symbolic values, or constants, are known as concrete values.
Symbolic execution differs from normal execution during the computation of expressions. Since the symbolic values are unknown, any expressions containing symbolic values cannot be solved. Instead, these expressions are represented in terms of the symbolic values within them.
The symbolic execution of conditional branching statements is also different from the normal execution of conditional branching statements. Conditional branching in a program occurs at every branching statement, such as an if statement, where only one of the paths are followed given the truth-value of the statement's conditions. During symbolic execution, concrete conditions, i.e., conditions composed of only concrete values, are handled normally, since the truth-value of the condition can be calculated and the correct execution path can be followed.
Since symbolic values are unknown, if statements, with one or more symbolic conditions, cannot be resolved during symbolic execution. Therefore, these conditional statements are referred to as unresolved conditional statements [11] . Whenever an unresolved conditional statement is encountered, it has to be assumed that the condition can be both true and false. This occurs, because it has to be assumed that a symbolic value can represent any value within the domain of its type, i.e., if the symbolic value is of type int, it can assume any value in the domain −2 32 <= SV <= 2 32 −1. Since the condition has to be assumed as both true and false, both execution paths need to be followed. When both paths are followed, it means that the execution forks into two parallel executions of the current procedure, where the execution of each path proceeds as normally, except for the assumed outcome of the unresolved conditional statement. The assumptions are stored with their values in the symbolic state as a path condition, because assumptions made by one unresolved conditional statement may assist in resolving subsequent unresolved statement executions.
The path condition (PC ) is an accumulator of conditions on symbolic values which determines a unique control path through the program. Each path has its own PC and no two PC s are ever identical.
Symbolic execution is, by nature, intraprocedural, i.e., every procedure is analysed as an individual entity with no link to any other procedure [13] . Tomb et al., [14] investigated the notion of interprocedural symbolic execution, i.e., procedure calls, encountered in the procedure under analysis, are followed, up to a certain call depth. According to the findings of Tomb et al., the level of interprocedural analysis has no noticeable effect on the discovery of errors, but it does assist in more constrained PC s and, thus, more accurate representations of the constraints on symbolic values.
TEST COVERAGE CALCULATION
Code coverage, a field of study under test adequacy [18] , is the measurement of a coverage criterion. A coverage criterion is a testing requirement, which specifies that some element of a program should be covered. To cover an element of a program means to execute or analyse that element during testing. The coverage criteria considered in this work may be categorised as control-flow criteria.
Control-flow criteria is specified over the coverage of the control-flow graph of a program. The control-flow graph is a graphic interpretation of the execution of a program, where the nodes represent code blocks, branches occur at conditional statements, and the edges represent the conditions required to hold for that path to be followed. Every execution of a program corresponds to a path in the control-flow graph, known as the execution path, from the begin node to the end node. The begin node represents the entry point of the program, and the end node represents the point of program termination. The four common coverage criteria specified over the control-flow graph are:
• Statement coverage: Statement coverage is a very basic testing requirement which specifies that every statement in the code should be executed at least once.
• Branch coverage: Branch coverage specifies that each possible branch of every branching statement should be executed at least once.
• Method coverage: Method coverage is the testing requirement that every method in a program should be executed at least once.
• Class coverage: This testing requirement specifies that every class in a program should be executed at least once.
An additional, uncommon, coverage criterion considered here is loop coverage. This testing requirement specifies that every execution loop in a program should be iterated at least twice.
Measuring Code Coverage
There are various approaches to measure the criteria. Atlassian, the creators of Clover [5, 17] , identified three approaches to measure code coverage of Java programs:
1. Source code instrumentation is an approach where instrumentation statements are added to the source code. The code is then compiled to produce an instrumented assembly.
2.
Intermediate code instrumentation is an approach where the compiled class files are instrumented by adding new byte code, and a new instrumented class is generated.
3. Run-time information collection is an approach that collects information from the run-time environment, as the code executes, to determine coverage information.
As the program under test is executed, coverage is measured according to one, or a combination, of these measuring approaches.
We use run-time information collection, in the form of execution tracing, to measure code coverage. Execution tracing involves closely monitoring the Java Virtual Machine (JVM) that executes a program, through the use of the Java Platform Debugger Architecture (JPDA) [2] .
ATCO: DESIGN
ATCO executes in three separate phases, where each phase uses the results of the previous phase. The first phase is the information gathering phase, which runs symbolic execution on the classes under test and builds the data structures needed in later phases. The second phase is the information analysis phase, where the data structures are analysed while existing JUnit test cases are executed to calculate test coverage. The coverage statistics are then added to the data structures in preparation for the last phase. The last phase, the result analysis phase, analyses the coverage statistics and then automatically generates test cases to cover the areas that are not yet covered by the existing test suite. Some of the phases contain expensive computations, which will increase execution time as the complexity and scale of the program under analysis grows. Therefore, Java's Concurrency Utilities [15] are utilised to allow these expensive computations to be executed concurrently.
ATCO is built on top of another analysis tool, called Artemis. Artemis, currently being implemented for academic purposes, at Stellenbosch University, is an analysis tool that uses symbolic execution to detect unhandled run-time exceptions from Java byte code, and then generate JUnit tests to confirm whether it is a real error or a spurious warning. Artemis contains two components of interest for this work:
• Its symbolic execution engine, and
• Its test case generation engine.
In the next section the execution of ATCO, and in particular, the results of the phases, are illustrated with an example. The example is then used in subsequent sections to describe the design and implemenation of the three phases in more detail.
Example
Consider the Java method presented in Figure 1 and the JUnit test, which simply calls the checkValue method with a number of different values, in Figure 2 .
int a = 0; 3:
if( x > 0 ) { 4:
if( x % 2 == 0 ) { 5: a++; 6:
} else { 7:
a--; 8:
} 10:
return a; 11: } During the second phase, ATCO executes the JUnit test cases, selected by the user, and updates the coverage counters that are needed to calculate coverage of those test cases against the SETs. For the example, the Counter variable at each node of the SET in Figure 3 indicates how many times that particular node was hit during execution of the JUnit test in Figure 2 . This provides ATCO with sufficient information to determine which execution paths were executed during testing. Please note that the dotted nodes are the symbolic states where breakpoints are added for phase two and the dotted edges illustrate how the coverage counters of the other states are updated. A more detailed discussion of these dotted elements will follow when the implementation of phase two is described in Section 4.3.
The example method has three unique execution paths, indicated by the dotted nodes in the SET of Figure 3 , and seven executable lines of code, not including closing brackets and the else. The example test executes the example method four times, with input parameters 2, 20, -1, and 922. Test parameter 2 executes lines 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 10. Test parameter 20 executes the same lines. Test parameter -1 executes lines 1, 2, 3, and 10. Lastly, test parameter 922 again tests lines 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 10. This information is reflected in the SET, and the resulting coverage statistics are presented in Table 1 .
The coverage statistics indicate that two out of the three unique execution paths are covered, and six out of the seven executable lines of code are covered. The SET shows that the unique execution path with path condition X > 0 and X % 2 != 0 is not covered. This is also the path that leads to line 7. Thus, line 7 is not covered by the current test case. During the third phase, ATCO uses the information stored in the SET, together with the coverage statistics, to automatically generate parameter values and JUnit test cases that will reach the uncovered branches. The generated test for this example, is displayed in Figure 4 . The assert in this test case is a checkpoint to indicate that the expected exception was triggered.
Information Gathering Phase
The first phase in ATCO's execution involves symbolically executing all the classes under analysis, using the symbolic execution engine of Artemis, and constructing a Symbolic Execution Tree (SET [11] ), of each method, for the subsequent phases. Artemis maintains a single symbolic state throughout the symbolic execution of a method. When a symbolic branch is reached, the symbolic Class Method Branch Line 100% 100% 66.67% 85.71% state is cloned. However, the cloned copy of the symbolic state made at a branch is only used as a snapshot of the symbolic state at that point.
ATCO builds the SET during symbolic execution, because for coverage analysis it needs to know the symbolic state for each statement in the program, as well as which symbolic states are part of which execution paths. Storing the symbolic states in a data structure will require that each test case is only executed once. All SETs constructed during symbolic execution is grouped by class, allowing ATCO to access each SET of each class during coverage calculation.
The SET is a Binary Tree, as each branching node may have, at most, two children, i.e., a true path and a false path leading from it. Each node in the SET contains the entire symbolic state at that point in the method. The structure of the SET represents the flow of execution through the method, a root node for the first statement of the method, a branch in the tree for every corresponding branching statement in the method, and a leaf node for the last statement of every possible path in the method. The unique paths between the root and leaf nodes indicate all the possible execution paths through the method, except when symbolic loops are present. When a method contains a symbolic loop, the unique paths between the root and leaf nodes do not necessarily represent all possible execution paths through the method. This is because loop iterations are limited during symbolic execution. In such a situation, the SET would only contain a subset of the execution paths. The size of the subset depends on the limit set on loop iterations. The structure of the SET is illustrated with the example displayed in Figures 1 and  3 .
Most of the control-flow statements in Java are represented as if statements in byte code, after compilation. So a SET representation of a method may easily be derived. However, the switch statement in Java is handled differently. The switch is represented as a special tableswitch or lookupswitch construct, to allow the JVM to handle the switch statement more efficiently. This results in a single statement that may now have more than two paths extending from it. To enable ATCO to handle this special construct, an additional transformation is required to represent this construct in the SET, as each node in the SET may have, at most, two children. This additional transformation involves inserting blank nodes into the SET, which may serve as branching points for the different branching cases of the switch statement. Figure 5 , together with a relevant section of the resulting SET, presented in Figure 6 , illustrates this solution with an example. Interprocedural analysis introduces a similar scenario to that of the switch statement. If a method, invoked during interprocedural analysis, contains symbolic branches, and returns a value to the method from which it was invoked, that invocation statement may have two, or more, paths extending from it. To maintain an accurate representation of the method under analysis, the SET needs to reflect these paths. This scenario is handled similarly to the solution for handling the switch statement, as shown in Figure 6 . Blank nodes are inserted into the SET to serve as the branching points for the various paths that may be followed in the method that was invoked.
Information Analysis Phase
After the information gathering phase, ATCO has access to the SETs of each method in each class being analysed. This information is then used in the second phase, the information analysis phase, to calculate the coverage of the existing JUnit test suite over these classes. This is done using execution tracing [2] , a run-time information collection approach. An execution tracer is attached to the test environment wherein a JUnit test will be run. ATCO calculates branch coverage, multi-conditional coverage, and statement coverage as defined by Zhu et al., [18] .
Branch coverage is measured on a Jimple level. So, a branch covered in Jimple does not necessarily translate to the conditional statement being completely covered in Java. This occurs when the conditional statement in Java has multiple conditions. A multi-conditional branching statement in Java is compiled to a series of subsequent single-conditional branching statements in Jimple. The structure of the SET, together with the data stored within the symbolic states, allows for all Jimple statements to be linked to their corresponding Java statements. This allows multi-conditional coverage to be calculated by link- ing all compiled single-conditional branching statements in Jimple to their corresponding multi-conditional branching statement in Java. The SET also allows for statement coverage to be calculated on a Jimple level from branch coverage. Therefore, with the help of the SET, branch coverage on a Jimple level can be translated to statement coverage, branch coverage, and multi-conditional coverage in Java source code.
Execution tracing and Coverage Calculation
A test environment, in which the test will be executed, is set up by creating a JVM with execution tracing, and passing the execution tracer the SETs of the class under test. The test execution is then started. Whenever a class is loaded during execution, ATCO adds breakpoints, onthe-fly, to all the lines of code, much like how a user can place breakpoints when using a Debugger. Breakpoints are added to the first non-branching symbolic state following a branching symbolic state in the SET, along both the branching symbolic state's true and false paths. This is to cater for the possibility that a branching symbolic state may be immediately followed by another branching symbolic state.
Test execution continues after the class is loaded, until a breakpoint is reached. When a breakpoint is reached, a symbolic branch was reached and one of its branches is already followed. If the symbolic branch executed has no symbolic branches preceding it, nested branching excluded, then the statement at the breakpoint will have only one symbolic state representing it. Otherwise, the statement will have multiple symbolic states representing it. Each symbolic state, representing the single statement, will have a unique path condition, depending on which paths were followed in earlier branches. Constraint solving on the path conditions, combined with the method parameter values, is performed on each symbolic state at the breakpoint. The symbolic state with a satisfiable path condition is the symbolic state hit at the breakpoint. When a symbolic state is hit, it may be marked as covered in the SET. When a symbolic state in the SET is marked as covered, a coverage counter, maintained within that symbolic state, is incremented. This counter indicates the number of times the symbolic state was hit during coverage calculation; a hit means the symbolic state was reached during test execution. If a method contains no symbolic branches, then that method will have no breakpoints set. In such a case, all statements within the method being invoked may immediately be marked as covered, as all statements will be executed.
After all tests have been executed, and all breakpoints handled, the SET will have the updated coverage counter values of all the symbolic states that had breakpoints set at their location. A 100% statement covered method will have the coverage counter of every first non-branching symbolic state following a branching symbolic state in its SET set to at least 1. For methods with no symbolic branches, i.e., no branching statements in its SET, only the first symbolic state in the SET will have its coverage counter updated.
The coverage results, after test execution, shows only which paths were followed at each branch in the SET by way of the first non-branching state containing a coverage counter indicating how many times it was hit. From here, the coverage results are calculated for all other symbolic states in the SET. The counters are updated by traversing the SET depth-first, until the last covered state in an execution path is found, i.e., a state marked as hit, with its direct parent being a branching state, and no branching states succeeding it. This is illustrated by the dotted edges in the example displayed in Figure 3 .
After execution tracing is complete and the coverage counters in the SET is updated, the coverage counter of each statement and branch in the SET will have been updated. This indicates how many times each symbolic state in the SET was hit during testing. Therefore, the result is the branch coverage and statement coverage of the SET on a Jimple level. This information is then used to map the coverage statistics in the SET to the Java level, which will then indicate the branch coverage, multiconditional coverage, and line coverage of the SET on a Java level.
Test Redundancy Detection
Having a satisfactory level of code coverage indicates that a program is sufficiently tested, but it does not indicate that a program is tested efficiently. Ideally, a test suite should contain no redundant tests. A test is considered redundant if it does not exercise any new behaviour of a program that has not already been exercised by other tests in the suite [16] . These redundant tests increase the resources required to generate, execute, and maintain a test suite, without adding any value to the suite itself. ATCO provides a mechanism for identifying such redundant tests by gathering statistics on what value each test case adds to the test suite during coverage calculation, by keeping counters of the number of newly hit states, and redundantly hit states. After all the tests in the suite have been executed and coverage was calculated, the statistics of each test will indicate whether the test is a redundant test or not. It is the user's responsibility to decide whether these tests should remain in the suite, or whether they may be removed.
Coverage Calculation of Manual Testing
It was mentioned earlier that execution tracing is used during the execution of the JUnit tests in order to calculate coverage. One of the benefits of execution tracing is that any Java application, executed within a JDI controlled JVM, may be traced. Therefore, coverage calculation does not have to be limited to the execution of JUnit test cases only. Allowing a user to manually test an application, while performing execution tracing on that manual test, allows coverage to be calculated on a manual test plan, i.e., a document, containing steps to follow, to test an application. Performing coverage calculation on manual testing allows application testers to verify the completeness of a test plan.
Result Analysis Phase
After coverage calculation is completed, the resulting SETs contain the coverage statistics of all statements, branches, and so on. These statistics are then used in the last phase of ATCO's execution, namely the result analysis phase. This phase involves guiding Artemis's test generation engine to generate tests for all the branches that are not covered by the existing test suite. The test in Figure 4 is an example of such a generated test.
Eclipse Plug-in
To improve the usability of ATCO, in an attempt to encourage developers to use such an analysis tool, ATCO is designed as an Eclipse plug-in. Eclipse is an open-source Integrated Development Environment (IDE) with an extensible plug-in system. ATCO extends three of the standard plug-ins within Eclipse, namely the Resource Management plug-in, the Workbench plug-in, and the run-time core plug-in.
The resource management plug-in manages all the resources the user is working with, include projects in the Eclipse workspace, libraries, and dependencies with other projects. ATCO use the information, contained in this plug-in, to dynamically build classpaths for files to be analysed, by accessing the project's library list, and adding the locations of all libraries to the classpath.
The workbench is the User Interface UI plug-in that contains most of the UI components in Eclipse. It defines the extension points that other plug-ins can use to contribute to the UI of Eclipse. Some of the extension points include the preferences dialog, views, and the tool bar. The preferences dialog allow the user to customise the plug-in, and let these settings persist, even if Eclipse is terminated and launched again. This greatly improves the usability of a tool. A View is a component that provides a visual output of information, such as the Problems view that list compilation errors and warnings in Eclipse. ATCO use Views to display the classes to be analysed, as well as the result of the analysis, after it is finished. Action buttons, i.e., buttons which perform an action when pressed, can also be added to the workbench. ATCO's analysis is launched from an action button, added to the workbench tool bar.
One of the challenges of plugging a processor intensive tool into an IDE is that the tool must be able to run concurrently with the other operations constantly running within the IDE. Eclipse addresses this issue with its concurrency infrastructure by introducing the Jobs package. The analysis in ATCO is run within a job. This allows the processor intensive operation of symbolic execution and constraint solving to execute concurrently with the rest of Eclipse, allowing the user to still use the IDE during analysis.
RESULTS
The experiments are split into three groups: to evaluate the correctness of ATCO's coverage calculation, the performance of ATCO's coverage calculation, and the effectiveness of the test cases generated through ATCO's analysis.
All of the experiments are performed on a multi-core system containing two 2.26GHz Intel Xeon E5520 processors, which supports up to a total of 8 threads, and with 4GB of allocated memory.
The main experiments that were run are as follows:
• InterprocInvestigations: This is a custom application that was written to test specific functions in ATCO. It is a single class that consists of methods that invoke other methods in the class. The methods also have varying scopes, i.e., public, private, and protected methods. It demonstrates the benefits of interprocedural analysis on methods that cannot be directly invoked outside of its scope.
• ShoppingCart [4] : This is a simple example of a shopping cart application, often used to demonstrate the JUnit testing framework.
• Money [10] : This is a simple example of a currency conversion system, with some basic calculations between currencies, often used to demonstrate the JUnit testing framework.
• JTopas [9] : JTopas is an open-source Java tokenizer and parsing tool, has an accompanying JUnit regression test suite, is freely available from the Softwareartifact Infrastructure Repository [3] , and is often used to evaluate program analysis and program verification tools.
Correctness of Coverage Calculation
All the results, presented in Table 2 , are measured with a call depth of 1, and a loop count of 4. All comparable results are also compared to that of EMMA [7] , a popular coverage calculation tool that is an open-source, freely available coverage calculation tool, that is well documented and easy to use. These comparable results are displayed in Table 3 . InterprocInvestigations is a small, custom application, so its results are verified through manual inspection, and with its comparison to EMMA. Through this, the correctness of ATCO is verified for applications containing simple, primitive data types, e.g., integer.
Class
ATCO's coverage calculation for the other applications, however, is not accurate, because these applications contain non-primitive data types, which is not supported by current version of the symbolic execution engine. Thus, when ATCO, while executing a test, reaches a branch with a condition that includes non-primitive data types, such as Objects and arrays, and the branch is represented by more than one symbolic state, the current symbolic execution engine can not be used to identify which of these symbolic states were actually hit. In such cases, none of the states are marked as hit, even though the branch was actually hit.
Even without support for non-primitive types, it can still be observed that Money and JTopas have tests that repeatedly test certain areas of the program.
Performance of Coverage Calculation
To evaluate the performance gains, analysis on JTopas is performed with varying concurrent configurations, i.e., number of concurrent threads. The experiment is executed five times, and the results are calculated as an average over the five executions. This is to account for varying loads on the experimentation environment. The average provides a more accurate approximation of the actual performance. The results in Table 4 test case. The concurrent design of ATCO yields notable improvements to the performance of the tool. However, the results in Table 4 also reveals that the maximum performance gain, through the current concurrent design, is determined by the execution time of the longest running test case. This is because ATCO is designed to execute each test in its own concurrent thread. So, if one thread performs, e.g., 90% of all the work, the greatest performance gain would be e.g., 10%. While having 10 threads, each doing 10% of the work, the greatest performance gain could be closer to 90%. That said, the more test cases are run, the less of an effect this will have, because with more test cases to execute while the longest test case runs, idle time due to load imbalance decreases.
Effectiveness of Generated Test Cases
Although this experiment is small and basic, it does give an indication of the effectiveness of using symbolic execution, with coverage calculation, to automatically generate test cases. The initial JUnit test suite tests every method, but poorly tests the various branches in those methods. The coverage calculation results indicate these uncovered branches in the SET, and tests are generated for each un- covered branch. The resulting test suite fully covers all the branches of the application. There are still a number of uncovered lines in the application, however these are in the main method, which has a String array input parameter, which is not supported by the current test generation engine. Notably, a reduction in test redundancy is detected, while an increase in the number of redundantly hit symbolic states is observed. This indicates that the resulting test suite does generate some redundant tests, but an overall net gain is observed. ATCO has shown that coverage calculation can be performed with symbolic execution. The symbolic execution information, stored in a Symbolic Execution Tree (SET), represents each method as a symbolic model of all its execution paths. With the SET, code coverage of various testing requirements, such as class coverage, method coverage, branch coverage, line coverage, and loop coverage, can be measured accurately for methods with primitive data types and branching conditions. However, coverage can not currently be calculated for non-primitive data types, such as Objects and arrays, because the current symbolic execution engine does not support non-primitive data types.
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ATCO was designed to perform coverage calculation concurrently, by executing each JUnit test case in its own concurrent thread. The results have shown significant performance gains with this concurrent design, indicating up to a 54% reduction in execution time.
Test redundancy detection was implemented to improve the efficiency of the regression test suite by identifying the level of redundancy of the current regression test suite. This can be used to determine if there are tests in the regression test suite that do not test any new areas of the program. Identifying these test cases, and removing them from the suite, improves the efficiency of a test suite.
One of the main aims was to automatically generate JUnit test cases for the areas of a program, not being tested by the current regression test suite. The test generation engine, still under development at the time, has limited functionality, and thus, the experiments to evaluate this feature was very basic. However, the experiments indicated that the SET and the coverage information can be used to accurately identify areas that are not covered, and test cases can be effectively generated to reach only those areas. This information ensures that all the generated tests hit at least one previously uncovered state, during testing.
To improve the usability of ATCO, it was integrated into Eclipse as a plug-in, utilising the graphical user interface (GUI) extensions, provided by Eclipse. This showed many usability improvements, provided by Eclipse, that analysis tools can use to encourage developers to use such tools. All these improvements make such a tool easier to use, configure, and display the results in an easy-to-view format.
Future work
There are a number of avenues for future development. These avenues include:
The symbolic execution engine and test generation engine used, currently only supports primitive data types. An important avenue of future work is to extend the symbolic execution engine, and test generation engine, to include support for non-primitive data types.
ATCO executes in three distinct phases. This requires all the information of each phase to be stored, which greatly increases the resource requirements of the tool. Future developments may involve finding efficient methods of reducing the resource requirements, without significantly increasing execution times, by having the three phases interact more closely.
ATCO used run-time information collection, in the form of execution tracing to measure coverage. However, as discussed, there are other methods available to measure coverage. These are source code instrumentation, and intermediate code instrumentation. Experimenting with various methods of coverage calculation may yield interesting results, with regards to execution times.
ATCO performs its analysis from Java byte code. This reduces the complexity of the code to analyse. However, useful information, such as the actual Java source code statements, are hidden from the analysis tool. This prevents ATCO from measuring other forms of coverage criteria, such as assertion coverage. An avenue of future development involves extending the current implementation of ATCO to perform its analysis directly from the Java source code.
The main aim of the reported work was to generate test cases that will reach the areas of the code that are not covered by existing test cases. An avenue of future development would be to extend the test generation in ATCO to use the values returned from invoked statements during interprocedural analysis, to generate assertion statements. This will allow automatic generation of regression test suites, complete with assertions for the current functionality of an application.
The monitoring of a manual execution with ATCO currently only aims to measure code coverage of that execution. However, there is sufficient information in the SET, and additional information may be collected during execution tracing, to generate JUnit test cases that mirror the behaviour, exhibited during manual execution. Possible research in future may involve studying the effectiveness of generating such tests. This may enable users unfamiliar with the JUnit test framework, and, in fact, the Java programming language, to generate JUnit test cases, by simply testing the program manually.
